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Hamster watch big brother 22

BIG BROTHER 22 FEED EXCLUSIVELY ON CBS ALL ACCESSORETIES IS SHOWAll Big Brother USA REAL SEASON + most CBS shows past or present including $5.99 PER MONTH INCLUDING 1 WEEK FREE TRIAL OR $9.99 AD FREECOMPUTER - MOBILE - ROKU - CHROMECAST - APPLE TV - ANDROID TV - XBOX 1/36
Previous Hamsterwatch Episodes &gt;&gt; BB22 Directory &gt;&gt; Status / Schedule &gt;&gt; Daily Recaps &gt;&gt; Ratings &gt;&gt;an &amp;&amp; Day Links &gt;&gt; High &gt;&gt; Statistics Season &gt;&gt; Permalink this page: Part 1: Nicole Part 2: Cody Part 3 &amp; HOH Finale: Cody Evicted: Winner Of the Nicole Season: Co
Runners-up Season 9-0: Favourite Enzo Viewer: Da'Vonne's latest alliance chart by @89razorskate20 and @Dolffica Final Diary segment predictions by the end of @clamperls4 Ratings Watch Wednesday won both hours with a rating of 1.1, 6 divisions, 3.985 million viewers; ahead of I Can See Your Voice on FOX; and The Conners,
Blackish, The Con on ABC; and American Ninja Warrior on NBC. Overnight rating &amp;; shares: adults 18-49; Rating: % of all TV households; Share: % of households watching TV GET A FEED to see the real show! BB22 Flashback remains – See any moment of feed! Plus a ton of other shows, past and during Spring 2021: Big Brother
Canada 9 Summer 2021: Big Brother 23 They've woken up around 9am to tell us goodbye. Enzo lives in bed, having been late emphasising and nervous. Cody said he wants us to do a Twitter vote for how much we'll miss each of them. He apologized to us for constantly stubborn his snot, for screaming, for a silly voice, and to chew. He
knows how we react to this stuff, but doesn't care until this morning. Nicole also apologized for chewing, and for pulling on her wedgies. She also says she loves us. I don't know if he'll feel the same after learning he's missing some sponsors. Enzo eventually woke up and apologized for being a vulgar, for a bad acronym, and that BB12
Enzo came out a little bit at the end after hiding him most of the season. And then at 10am the BB22 feed came and ended, and they were gone. The finale begins with Part 2 - after the recap, of course. It was called Hogs Camera, and Cody and Enzo had to (separately) answer the trivia season by putting a hamster cut into the postcard,
then crossing the balance beam to hang the piggies out of the way so no one would appear in the final shot. It's a fun comp to watch. The Times is 4:49 for Cody, and 37:38 for Enzo. They showed some of Enzo's anger/frustration afterwards, which were withheld from feeds like many of the year's key moments, we hear about it. Next up is
the jury's roundtable, which has no leader/thinker coach/moderator this time, almost certainly caused by viral protocols. And/or because Dr Will is busy doing Thriller dance. Christmas joined them and they did their rehashing. I zoneed out and my eyes layered for most of it because I season reconciliated to death. My apology. Capture
playback when they post an episode in All Access if you details. Then came Part 3, entitled Vinyl Exam: Nicole versus Cody and a series of eight music-themed videos about each juror. Again it was a trivia season rather than the crapshoot they all expected, or some version of the juror who said what I expected. They had to answer which
of the three statements about each season of jurists was false, and they were very detailed. Nicole missed the first (about Ian), and both got all the other right, meaning Cody won the HOH final by one. Nicole's speeches and Enzo's keep-me both stressed that they were with Cody from the start, making it awkward for all, and there were
tears from all three. Cody evicts Nicole, and that means Enzo doesn't catch anyone who cuts it as he has promised, and his ex doesn't have to turn the kids off the TV as he asks, should that come to pass. Nicole was clearly shocked and had a tough time with her exit interview at first, but she pulled out together. Juror wasn't on stage with
Julie but somewhere in the Big Brother bubble for each of her. They asked their questions, coins between Cody and Enzo. I paraphrased the questions and answers in the Twitter thread but again, check out the archive episode for more detail. Nothing is more important, although Nicole says she can't see Cody to ask why Enzo isn't her.
He says he went and back very much, and I believe that he did, although he wasn't nearly as vocal with his thoughts last week as Nicole and Enzo respectively. Both provided a pretty good response but Cody was more articulate and thorough than Enzo. The same goes for their finalist speeches. Both make good points but again, Cody's
speech is more articulate and better planned than Enzo. Keywheel makes annual appearances and jurors put their keys in their slots. Pre-jurors appeared through zoom meetings, and they actually had a nice little backwards with Julie, something that often didn't happen in the finale and it was a good use of some and a half hours of that
extra, in my opinion. That's until Julie asked Kaysar why she couldn't rally outsiders to oppose aligned power players, and that brought back all the pain what this season might have been but not. Oh good. Cody won the season on a unanimous 9-0 vote, two finals out of habitat to greet the coach, and the confetti flew. Da'Vonne won the
audience's favourite award, and she was obviously excited, as she should. A few final notes: both Cody nor Enzo were nominated all season, a pretty impressive performance for one let alone the two Cody is the first OTEV winner to win this season, so that the curse is over. And Da'Vonne was the first African-American to win the
audience's favourite prize. Great goes and congratulates all of them! And thanks as always to every 16 hamsters for putting themselves out there for our entertainment again, especially since they all know already how crazy these fans are. There are not many strategies and and Not much entertainment so fans of both BB corners
disappear large, but we get the season when all the odds against it happen at all as a result of COVID-19. And as always, thank you! To keep visiting the site and to get your feed here, and especially to you that sent me goofs, pink, comedy, good words, and donations! We have another one under our BB belt :) And PS: I'm going to add
more face masks to my Etsy site in the coming days and weeks, and some cushions of holiday round too! Final reminder, if you missed what came before, check out my previous episode, always linked above or from my season index, and get a feed to catch whatever you missed with Flashback! The amount of cash won doesn't include a
$40k offer fee or a weekly stipend, but includes the top five bonuses See full bios in the cast folder at hamsterwatch Forum Noms count: original/renom/credit twist where necessary: they plan this season under lockdown conditions and they pull it off with whom knows how many viral protocols and associated customizations I missed all
the big and close shots from the camera operators on the wall but I knew it was caused by fewer staff on site, and I could have missed all the big and close shots from the camera operator on the wall but I knew it was caused by fewer staff on site, and I could have missed all the big and close shots from the camera operator on the wall
but I knew it was caused by fewer staff on site, and I could have And they give us a direct move, and highly appreciated the first night/first week of feed. We have some classic compasses and some new ones, including my personal favorite, amazing hamster wheel veto. But the problem outweighs the virtues, with many. The actors' issues
aside, they were detained feeding more than ever, with Canadian BB levels contagious. Canadian BBs are always rotten to their fans but at least their feeds are free. There's no excuse for how much the BB22 is blocked from us this year, including some very important conversations like Christmas/Tyler one, which is further reaching
implications and interests than this TV show. Overview, they need to correct what is broken here including stale casting formula and racism it tends to bring with it, Predictable and disappointing twists, crazy Diary segments include repetitive and cynical comp retells, gameplay levels of Thrones video darkness and very poor feed audio,
not to mention the obvious way TOO loud music, and an obvious overall dedication to feed: their most loyal audience. They have to go back to the social experiments this show aims to be, with a unique personality rather than kind of. And please, can we keep religious views to religious shows? Besides offensive to many, it just seems silly
to hype and praise lying down and backstabbing, and then teaching goodness moto cliché incongruous. Won: $500,000HOH 4 - Veto 4 - Noms 0/0/0 - HN winner 2 9-0, Day 85 He doesn't look much different than his last stint, and he doesn't act like he'll mature either. He still snorted snot all the time, and he spoke with a bad acctose for
days at the end, and randomly got very screaming for no reason, all annoying. Equally annoying is that its tongue always get out of his mouth and sprinkle 'like' a dozen times into each sentence. She is liked by most of them most of the time, partly because of being casual and friendly in general, and partly for using the first HOH to her
social advantage. Like most of them, he acted entitled to be there and to win, and while he won many compasses, he had a relatively simple run because he never sat on the blocks. He promised both Enzo and Nicole that he would take them to an end if the choice was him, but rather than potentially repeating the BB16 mistake, he took
that he was more definitely to beat, and so he did. He earned his victory, and it was only the third unanimous vote in our history, after Dan Gheesling and Tamar Braxton. Win: $50,000; Safety Suite #3HOH 2 - Veto 1 - Noms 0/0/0 - HN 2 Runner-up, Day 85 It is good to see him back and to learn the sense of humour still intact and even
upgraded slightly into less potentially problematic than last time. Her social game is fantastic, as she is friendly to all and friends with most, and as a result she has never been nominated. But that seems to be the only strategy and while he gets Kaysar out on his early HOH, there is a far greater threat he can and should have focused on.
Instead he went to an end as he did before but he didn't do it with two solid teams this time. He didn't have much contact with Nicole and he would send him out third again, but he stayed tight with Cody and it paid to at least sit in the final two seats. She doesn't cheat on Have-not this year and actually enjoys it as a diet plan, and she turns
Ricolas into a dessert mint. He seems a good guy, devoted to his children, and a constant and one-liner patter helps keep the food alive. Win: $20,000; 1 week SLOPPIES boxHOH 1 - Veto 1 - Noms 3/0/0 - HN 2 9th, 14th epidemic, Day 85 He spent much of the first week in tears or complaining, mostly about Janelle. He seems to fall into
a coalition that keeps it safe, or maybe that's all pre-set - we'll never know. He didn't win any tilted comps of the end but he did some driving, mostly by the victim's combo himself and beautified his target, which was somehow effective. The target is usually personal - because of the jokes here, vote there, another showed a few years ago.
And a laugh about Ian being mocked got him released by some sponsors. He and Ian had the first pinkyswear of the season, on Day 3, but he broke that F2 with whom the vote lies had greater implications of deportation. He's not fess about it but the wall seller spilled the truth. He's in a meeting with Dani but he's also not, and he's tight
with Cody from the beginning, and mostly gets along with each other, but he doubles up a lot and cuts it in the end. He said he deserved to win many times in his lectures to himself and us, but third place for the third time was not too shaky. He broke the record for most days indoors, and most of the clothes he wore, and he would win the
Deathrace a third time but I let him let him this year's death chart due to a chart of viral deaths taking over the hashtag. Win: $12,500; Safety Suite #2; Safety Suits #3 (Enzo win)/1 week baby star; Power Blocker Underground / unusedHOH 1 - Veto 2 - Noms 3/1/0 - HN 2 8th, 13th epidemic, Day 79 Kevin puts his best: he says he's got a
lot of demons he doesn't deal with, but he preaches like he has. She added the birth of her son to spin, a repertoire commute topic centered at Christmas that we heard last time. He often talks about his therapy but never mentions it has been ordered court, and despite endless convoys about himself he never brought his felony carramming allegations. He raged I'd be shot shortly before nominating Bayleigh and Da'Vonne, but he hugged them and cried after he did. Then steamed out of his ears in a major fight this season, compared to both of them, after he rejected Tyler's 'send me home' appeal. He advertised a 'comp beast' but didn't deliver, he was a snotty
winner and was very ill losing, and he still didn't have empathy or humility. Win: $5,000; Power replay (from Dani)HOH 3 - Veto 1 - Noms 1/0/0 - HN 1 7th, 12th epidemic, Day 72 He fell flat on his face at the premiere and he lost his anger in a big way at the beginning when the BB wouldn't turn off Have-not lights. He wasn't as big at the
pre-nom meeting as HOH, and he advertised the 'secret plan' that convoluted a week, which turned out what to expect: get David out. He had to David for no good reason before that, and he caused waves outside our BB world by allegedly using the word n. He had back pain for weeks and then sore legs, so he hovered around a lot. He
was early on for bed and early to rise up, and had a reputation there and beyond here as an elderly grandpa man, although he was rightly middle-aged clever in the actor. He and Christmas were tied up in later weeks and the 'Memphmas' fanfic was the highlight of his last week. Win: $5,000HOH 2 - Veto 2 - Noms 1/0/1 - HN 1 6th, 11th
epidemic, Day 65 He again makes several F2s, and lands in various interconnected versions of the superpower alliance. He and Bayleigh worked their issues and fell apart again several times, and he trashed with Dani, a bad combo for him above the beginning david told-all faux PAS. He showed some qualifications to win this season,
but he told Bayleigh and Da'Vonne that he would ask Christmas to replace him for one of them so he could return home pre-jury, quoting BLM as 'something bigger' they played for, but with Christmas is a shame on hold from a feed so we won't know how it really can't be presented. He bashed us feedsters, and he played hard if desperate
at times, but his streak comp wasn't there and he wasn't on the ground floor pre-season to get to an end. Win: $5,000; Slope pass, home gym; Underground Replay Power / used on MemphisHOH 1 - Veto 0 - Noms 1/0/0 - HN 1 5th, 10th epidemic, 58th Day He says he wants to take the BB Queen Janelle crown, but instead he might
damage the BB BB Not only did he not win compass like before, but he failed to bring about the entertainment factor. To be fair, he didn't irritate and complained as much as the previous season, but he came close. He's either not pre-game well or he changes his mind as soon as he sees who all is there, and when he talks too long about
turning his allies around, it's his destruction. He had to nominate four people in his disastrous HOH week, and accidentally decided not to refuse to go when he had him on the block, although his original plan for the week was to boot him out of the back door. Win: $10,000; Underground disturbance/ giving himself Immunity Week 6HOH 0
- Veto 0 - Noms 4/0/0 - HN 2 4th juror, 9th epidemic, Day 58 He got a lot of debris for not being 'all stars' but many of them technically didn't, and he deserved another shot more than most of the first boots. He went further than expected, but that was mostly due to a power group shuffle rather than his own act, other than rescuing himself
with the power of Disorder. But he blew that up with a fake and bad-laced cry, and he caused some rants when he took $10k instead of a veto in OTEV. He was an uncertain player, often seemingly brilliant and didn't know at the same time, but he eventually worked himself into a good social position against many possibilities, not least
being Nicole's vote lies. But Memphis finally got under way and got him away. Win: NothingHOH 0 - Veto 1 - Noms 5/0/0 - HN 2 3rd juror, 8th epidemic, 58th Day He went on the block at the start and never recovered. He wouldn't forgive former Idol Janelle than preferred Keesha to stay in the first week so she tattooed on her, which
helped destroy all the hopes of an outsider appealing together to take the dominant power pact. Then he became a pawn star and was nominated four more times, winning just one veto himself and once benefiting from Da'Vonne's victory. He spends too much time trying to analyze who with whom, sometimes accurate but often out of
date, and he doesn't do anything about it anyway. He is perky and snarky at Diary, but on feeds he is mostly miserable and mopey, rarely out of his Eeyore world. Win: $30,000HOH 0 - Veto 1 - Noms 2/0/0 - HN 2 FAVORITE AUDIENCE WINNER2, 7th epidemic, 51st Day Winning BB is a goal he has not achieved, but he is very
successful with his other goals, to raise awareness of the extra challenge Black hamsters face in this game. Those goals contradicted when David polluted confidence and again when he believed Nicole blamed her vote on David. He made some messy game choices, but he made eloquent, impassioned block speeches, he had drawn
deep convocations, especially with Kaysar, and he showed disappointing facts when his point had been repeatedly proven. He won a big, big, teenage little veto, and he again gave him endless reaction memes and gifs. He is heart and soul, and most of the entertainment, this season. Win: Safety Suit #2 (Christmas (Christmas) space
week skitsHOH 0 - Veto 0 - Noms 0/1/0 - HN 2 1 juror, 6 epidemic, Day 44 of his plans to put low at first have been fried by people who started playing old games before moving in, and F2 with Nicole only insurance on his part since he was tight with the power group. The learning broke him and it downhill from there. He showed some
qualifications about qualifying to win but spoke of his struggles of learning to lose, which proved he was vulnerable and human. He does a great job with his skits, and talks openly about being on the spectrum, and it's very good to see him again. As before, I wish him all he did. Win: 500 tricycle lapsHOH 0 - Veto 0 - Noms 1/0 - the 5th HN
1 epidemic, Day 37 He and Tyler have their ups and downs, repair their relationship from the last time and break it down again, and that affects the game in many ways. His friendship with Janelle is fun to watch, and his friendship with Da'Vonne is gold, the kind that will likely last long after this season is forgotten. He gave a yoga class,
and he rode 500 backyard rounds on the tricycle as a veto repercussion, 40 with just one pedal, and the BB didn't even put it on the show. His great attitude of riding that round, mostly to tossing his haters, is a joy to behold. Win: Safety Suite #1HOH 0 - Veto 0 - Noms 2/0 - HN 1 4th epidemic, Day 30 of his BB strategy plan always holds
promise but executes it, not so much. But it doesn't matter: he is and is a class act, and he always brings the kind of much-needed humanity our feed is usually lacking in a big way. It's too bad things don't work out differently this time but it's great to see him on our feed again, good for himself and for a fun friendship with Janelle. Win:
Safety Suit #1 (Kaysar's victory)/1 week starHOH 0 - Veto 0 - Noms 1/0 - HN 1 3 evicted, Day 23 It's great to see it on feed again, especially his simple friendship with Kaysar. He is Janelle's BB6 again but anonymously calls your face that will make things more enjoyable for us, but props to him for not going there. It was shocking how
hard he was targeted just to show, proof that Janellousy was still real. Win: NothingHOH 0 - Veto 0 - Noms 1/0 - HN 1 2 expelled, Day 16 Imagine taking place at BB and not wanting to work with Janelle and Kaysar. Have them to go bat for you, hard, and then throw them back in their faces. It's mind-boggling. He's on his way over his
head this season, making a bad decision after another, and he repeatedly promised us home that he never delivered. Won: NothingHOH 0 - Veto 0 - Noms 1/0 - HN 0 1 epidemic, Day 9 He is his first time feisty around but like all of them, he's older and more mature now, and his birthday happens before they move in, so we don't get any
unforgettable new Keesha scenes. But it was good to see him again and he got a nice check for two weeks of isolation and one week of summer camp. Main fights: 1 Christmas vs. Da'Vonne plus Christmas vs Bayleigh 9/7 10.00pm Small fights: 3 3 vs Nicole F 8/20 (bukan pada suapan) - 8/23 show -Ian vs Dani 9/15 (bukan pada suapan
atau pertunjukan) -David vs Da'Vonne 9/17 (bukan pada suapan) - 9/20 menunjukkan (separa) Penjaring pertuturan Penama: 3 Kaysar eviction Day - 3 Kaysar eviction Day - 3 3 Hari Mesyuarat Veto Da'Vonne 48 - 9/21 (9/23 show) Hari pengusungan Dani 58 - 10/1 Penghantaran Booze: 20 (Hari 1 bergerak-masuk - 8/5 tiada) Hari 7 8/11 2 wain, 6 Hari bir 9 - 8/13 2 menang 4 Hari Bir 18 - 8/22 2 wain, 6 Hari Bir 21 - 8/25 2 wain, 6 Hari bir 34 - 9/7 Parti Hari Buruh, bukan pada hari suapan 40 - 9/13 tidak pada hari suapan 42 - 9/15 2 wain, 6 Hari bir 43 - 9/16 setengah pihak, bukan pada hari suapan 47 - 9/20 2 wain , 6 beer Day 49 - 9/22 2 wine, 6 beer Day 55 - 9/28 1
wine, 6 beer Day 60 - 10/3 1 wine, 4 beer Day 63 - 10/6 1 wine, 4 beer Day 67 - 10/10 1 wine, 2 beer Day 70 - 10/13 5 beer Day 75 - 10/18 unknown quantity/not on feeds Day 77 - 10/20 8 beer Day 79 - 10/22 Final Three champagne Day 82 - 10/25 1 wine, 3 beer Day 83 - 10/26 1 wine, 3 beer Plus HOH baskets: 12 Day 9 - 8/13
Memphis wine, 6 beer Day 16 - 8/20 Tyler 12 Vizzy Day 23 - 8/27 Enzo 6 White Claw Day 30 - 9/3 Christmas kombucha Day 37 - 9/10 Dani kombucha Day 44 - 9/17 Memphis wine, 4 tallboy beer Day 51 - 9/24 Cody wine Day 58 - 10/1 Memphis wine Day 58 - 10/1 Tyler wine Day 58 - 10/1 Cody wine Day 65 - 10/8 Nicole wine Day 72 10/15 Enzo (unknown) Possibly booze showed up at some veto comps as well Pinkyswears : 10 8/7 11.58pm Ian/Nicole F 8/9 2.35am Kevin/Nicole A 8/18 12.21am Bayleigh/Cody/Dani/Da'Vonne/Enzo/Tyler 9/4 3.23pm Dani/Da'Vonne/Nicole 9/4 11.24pm Kevin/Da'Vonne 9/8 11.49am Dani/Da'Vonne 9/9 4.08pm Dani/Da'Vonne 9/12
4.17pm Dani/Da'Vonne 9/16 2.46pm Christmas/Nicole 9/21 5.53pm Christmas/David Injuries, illnesses, etc: 53 -Cody's broken glass/cut hand washing dishes -Ian's slop sick day -Enzo's sore foot/leg from backyard bicycle -Nicole A's slop sick day -David's cut hand from a décor star -Nicole F's low potassium levels -Da'Vonne's low iron
sick day -Da'Vonne's banged heel getting off the bed -Enzo's pulled muscle from laser Safety comp -Janelle's cut finger chopping veggies -David's burned finger from pizza -Dani's finger blister from 8/27 rollyball HOH comp -Cody's burned finger from making breakfast -Tyler's slop sick day -Bayleigh's , David's, Kevin's, Tyler's sore legs

from 8/29 veto comp -Memphis's sore back from workout+8/29 veto host -Nicole's shoulder problem -Nicole's low potassium again -Dani's bonked heel from hammock frame -Nicole's cut thumb from a razor in a drawer -Dani, Da'Vonne, Kevin, Tyler banged up in 9/4 Basement comp -Ian's sit-out-veto sick day -Memphis's cut finger
washing dishes -Bayleigh's burned finger from breakfast prep -David's, Memphis's, Enzo's sore hands from 9/10 wall comp -Dani's sore shoulder from 9/10 wall comp -Nicole's sore arm from 9/10 wall comp -Memphis's burned finger from cooking -David's hurt fingernail doing pullups on the stairs -David's neck from Have-not bed -Enzo's
banged shin looking for a hiding spot -Cody's banged knuckle knuckle wall after jump-scare -Da'Vonne inner nostrils -Pain shooting Cody behind his eyes -Hemorrhoid Enzo -hand pain nicole and neck from OTEV comp -Enzo's face/neck breakout from OTEV comp goo -Dani's sore wrist and elbow from OT TV Volleyball -Memphis sore
legs from jumping in the pool -Cody's hurt fingers from former toothpaste -nicole sore wrist from the hoh comp pumpkin -Memphis's swelling knee from being a sore knee of Memphis -Cody from BB Comics comp -Enzo'. s boiled internal thigh/frostbite -Nicole's sore/tight chest for unknown reasons broken habitat items: 14 -Broken awning
attacked Ian -Mirror/window of light frame out -Another awning burst -Broken pantry drawer -Bayleigh's 500 rounds of tricy The cage-continued to break - The backyard cameras partially melted from excessive heat -Sinks and showers continued to back up -Washer had fired out of water -Another broken awning -And another awning
fractured -cup they didn't fall well -Broken deckchair-hoh spyscreen stopped working -Slop slips of wooden scandal outside our BB world: 3 -Tyler's BLM renom pitch -Dani/Memphis/Nicole/Christmas grips about and mocks Ian -Memphis n-word or not a bigger BB story than BB22: 2 -Amazing Race, BB/Survivor season 31 -BB21 leaked
pre-season group texts cokamamie rumours/events: 5 -Kaycee and Josh contracted COVID-19 ber jointpesta -Nicole Franzel masterminded casting -public sour grapes from a variety of uninvited alums -Danielle Reyes will/won't/won't appear -Nicole Anthony potato salad recipe 1 Premature All star stuff in CBS Store 2 Promoted
interviews didn't happen 3 TV Guides broadcast a list of premature 4 Forgotten actors to update the list of winners for BB21 5+6 Wrong 8/9 screen time, wrong BB1 premiere 7 Unchanged places in 8 Julie's home pics interview that mentioned 'some' failed viral tests have deleted 9 Prematurely removed half of the cast of 10 Have-nots
locked from HN room on premiere 11 Wrong season for Janelle winning first AFH 12 Misspelled Tyler last day 14 Da'Vonne misspelled in a 15 Cody newspaper photo in a visual leak of Diary on their monitor 16 Referenced Orwell at BB Rewind promo 17 Su BB Rewind acilis host é è 18 Stafford left walkie talkie at home 19 Count Of
Wrong Day for noms on 8/12 shows 20 kevin comp shirts backwards on 8/12 shows Diary 21 Alliance name mistake in Twitter poll 22 Julie says wrong Day number on 8/13 shows 23 Forgot to update Julie's twitter 24 Misspelled Cody last name in 25 Forgotten Kays newspaper photo The screen is on the BB6 and BB7 26 Official sites still
showing BBAD on Pop 27 Wrong Day Count for noms at 8/19 showing 28 Lockdown ble recordings in 29 Wrong Nicole music block feeds in picture caption 30 Posted 8/26 veto showing an early day photo of 31 Day Wrong count for nom at 8/26 shows 32 Views of the control room + wake up music on the feed of 33 Safety Suite signs still
going up a week after it finished 34 wrong dates for Funeral Dan (by EW) 35 Air show abandoned a Christmas star's baby 36 Abandoned BB dipanggil audio Diari Nicole 39 Pendek Ian yang salah kebocoran 40 isyarat Lockdown, manakala pada lockdown 41 9/9 menunjukkan tersilap termasuk Enzo dalam Jawatankuasa 42 Tidak
termasuk Bayleigh's 500 pusingan pada veto atau pengusungannya menunjukkan 43 kemalangan tapak CBS apabila ketahanan 9/10 HOH bermula 44 Kapsyen gambar akhbar mendapat nama Bayleigh salah 45 Suapan sangat glitchy pada 9/11 46 Hilang sekeping kayu pada dinding 47 refleksi kaki Kakitangan 48 Julie 'diperbetulkan'
nama BB1 Cassandra Waldon salah pada 9/24 menunjukkan 49 Julie mendengar mengatakan 'kami masih tepat pada masanya' 9/24 menunjukkan 50 audio Pendek Dani Diari kebocoran 51 Tanda bawah tanah masih seminggu selepas ia menamatkan 52 pengumuman Lockdown dalam muzik suapan yang disekat kembali 53
Mislabeled Cody dan Nicole dalam gambar akhbar 54 Hamsters melihat logo Triple Eviction pada monitor 55 Mislabeled David dalam gambar akhbar 56 Julie's monitor &amp; jam dilihat pada 10/8 menunjukkan 57 Ditanya siapa apabila mereka bermaksud mengapa , on Instagram 58 Little afternoon music leaked to a feed of 59 Counts
wrong day for noms on 10/14 shows 60 Mislabeled Dani in a 61 BB newspaper photo called Nicole the wrong, again 62 Julie said there was a veto in the finale 63 Short Christmas Diary audio leak 64 Short Cody Diary audio leaked 65 Short Enzo Diary audio leaked 66 Misspelled Cody last names in the press picture, again 67 Converted
Podmaster to Podcaster in the $10k comic comp 68 Viewer favourite vote was not launched at any of the 69 Viewers the pages of the favourite vote were set, but the BBAD is still on it 70 alphabets broke down on AFP promo 71 Wrong season for funerals And 72 No thumbnails for an orderly HOHs finals press photo: Cody; Memphis;
Tyler; Enzo; Christmas; Dani; Memphis; Cody; Memphis; Tyler; Cody; Nicole; Enzo; Organized Cody Veto winner: Enzo; Memphis; Cody; Kevin; Christmas; Da'Vonne; Tyler; Cody; Christmas; Tyler; Cody; Nicole; Cody Evictions orderly: Keesha 13-0; Nicole A 10-2; Janelle 9-2; Kaysar 10-0; Bayleigh 9-0; Ian 5-3; Da'Vonne 5-2; Kevin 6-0;
David 3-2; Dani 4-0; Tyler 3-0; Memphis 2-0; Christmas 1-0; Nicole F 1-0 Cast Twitters: @BayleighDaily; @christmasabbott; @Cody_Calafiore; @danidONAT0; @davjalex; @DayDaVonne_; (Enzo is eliminated @the_Meow_Meow_); @TulaneTerry; @JanellePierzina; @KaysarRidha; @KeeshaSmith0801; @kcampbellicious;
@MemphisGarrett; @Strongislandni2; @nicole_franzel; @TylerCrispen2 to any page here is fine. Please do not repost content from this website (or any other) without permission, and do not repost or hotlink images. THE REAL SHOW IS A FEEDSLIVE air show in many areas1 through BB22 plus Celebs and OTT, and many other CBS
shows THE AUDIENCE'S FAVOURITE VOTE That should win $25k? &gt; Da'Vonne PROTECT YOUR ONLINE PRIVACY Anonymously guarantees your internet connection with HMA! Pro VPN - connect to our VPN service to your internet activity anonymously from prying eye Tweets by @hamsterwatch HAMSTERWATCH SWAG
Mugs, shirt, moreVisit shop Cafe Press my Big Brother 22 SEASON FAQ -Day 1 moves in and the CBS premiere is August 5 –Christmas first entering -Day 58 2-hour double retention is 1 - Day 85 2 finale distrim by CBS, and Flashback is accessible through all Access subscriptions. Call 888-274-5343 for account assistance, including
cancellations. The CBS app (by CBS Interactive) plays BB air shows and other CBS shows, as well as bribes, or you can use your browser to watch feeds on mobile devices. The same Access link used to subscribe will lead to a feed view page if you've already signed up. Bb22's finalist prize is $500k for the winner and $50k for 2nd
place. 3rd place gets a $10k bonus, 4th place gets $7.5k, 5th place gets $5k. All got $40k to show up, plus $1k a week, including a two-week pre-season sekuester. The habitat has 94 HD cameras (no changes) and 113 microphones (no changes). The recorded interior announcement is the voice of publisher Don Wollman. He and Julie
Chen are the only staff who have been there since Big Brother 1. 1.
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